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Introduction 
 
Hello, my name is Shain Saberon, and I operate a successful, beyond organic farm in Smoot, Wyoming.  For the 
past twelve years, I have enjoyed this demanding and highly skilled occupation with my dear wife and family.  
We have sold our produce to upscale, five-star restaurants, grocery stores, The Jackson Hole Farmers Market, 
and currently to a food co-op of over fifty families.  I am passionate about growing the best tasting, nutrient-
dense food in the world, produce that has potential to heal our bodies and minds, prevent disease, and delight 
the taste buds.  To do this, I’ve had to learn a thing or two about growing produce in Star Valley’s fickle and 
harsh Rocky Mountain seasons. 
 
What I have learned comes from volumes of study and years of experience.  It includes research from 
publications dating back centuries, current European and Japanese literature on growing winter gardens, the 
comprehensive works of Eliot Coleman (see Four Seasons Harvest and The New Organic Grower), and insights 
I have gained from more than a decade of the application and modification of this information.  Like most 
serious gardeners, I keep a journal that details the practical knowledge I’ve gained from a lot of trial and error.  
May this information serve you and give you success in all your agricultural adventures! 
 
The Basics 
 
Because of time constraints placed on this lecture, I will limit my presentation to only the essential elements of 
high-altitude gardening:  seed selection, seed starting/transplanting, and crop protection.   
 
Please recognize that other considerations critical to fruitful gardening will impact your high altitude gardening 
success.  Composting, crop rotation, cover cropping, greenhouse management, pest and disease management, 
irrigation, soil care, and cultivation also demand the attention of all those who aspire to be good growers 
anywhere. 
 
 
Seed Selection 
 
The United States Department of Agriculture assigned Star Valley to Zone 3 on “The Plant Hardiness Map” and 
set our frost-free dates from June 15th to August 15th (only sixty growing days).  In 2010, my wife recorded only 
around forty-five consecutive frost-free days—a record low for the fewest good growing days on our farm. 
 
One very important quality of any crop grown in a high-altitude garden is that it gets the job done fast.  In 
addition, the seed must germinate in cooler than usual soil temperatures, the plant must mature quickly and 
endure wild temperature fluctuations, and then it must set its fruit (or produce its edible leaf or root) in spite of 
frost/hail/wind.  In my opinion, seed varieties should also be selected for taste while providing great nutrition.  
If you add all these qualities up, it’s a very tall order to say the least.  
 
Some might believe that such super-crops do not exist.  Fortunately for us, growers from Siberia to Patagonia 
have been breeding, selecting, and saving such seeds for more than forty centuries.  They have blessed us with 
small and sweet sixty-day Siberian tomatoes, winter-hardy Bavarian garlic, and buttery Patagonian potatoes.  



The majority of my plant breeds are listed to be ready for harvest in sixty days or less, even the crops I grow in 
greenhouses.  My favorite sources for discovering such vegetable gems and jewels are the following seed 
companies: 
 
•FEDCO Seeds (vegetables, fruits, trees, grains, herbs, flowers, cover crops—this company offers the most 
affordable prices)  www.fedcoseeds.com 
•Johnny’s Select Seeds (vegetables, fruits, trees, grains, herbs, flowers, and cover crops; Johnny’s has more 
gourmet varieties, specialty crops, and hybrids but, unfortunately, they are more expensive too)  
www.johnnyseeds.com 
•Territorial Seeds (vegetables, fruits, trees, grains, herbs, flowers, and cover crops)  www.territorialseed.com 
•Peaceful Valley Farms (my personal favorite for fruit selections)  www.groworganic.com 
•High Mowing Seeds (exceptional greens selection)  www.highmowingseeds.com 
•Totally Tomatoes (need I explain?)  www.totallytomato.com 
 
Perhaps the most profound comment I can offer on this subject is that there is not one plant variety that is the 
right for all growers in our area.  Many factors come in to play.  Are the crops to be grown in greenhouses?  
Will you start them inside and then transplant them outside?  How much sunlight is available?  Is this a crop I 
intend to store?  Do I live in Auburn? 
 
These are only a few considerations.  It is up to each individual to ask the right questions, search for answers, 
and then observe and record.  Don’t be afraid to try something new.  Even though I have found about ninety 
percent of the vegetable strains that work great for me, I still have a few more to find and am always searching 
for new foods to grow.  Above all, take great notes and then review them while scrutinizing the current year’s 
seed catalogues before deciding on a new plant to trial. 
 
 
 Seed Starting and Transplanting 
 
Whether you intend to grow your crops in a greenhouse, hoop and cover plants outside, or wait and wait and 
wait some more until summer finally arrives to plant your crops in an out-of-doors garden in Star Valley, 
starting seeds inside and then transplanting outside when reasonable temperatures arrive will produce better 
results.  Giving the plant a head start is essential in all short growing seasons, but you have to watch weather 
trends, keep detailed records, and reference your garden notes to obtain the best results. 
 
For example, I know that I should start Glacier Tomatoes on April first, keep them in my house in front of a 
south facing window until the twenty-first of that same month, then take them out to my warmest greenhouse 
where I cover them at night and uncover them in the morning.  Again, according to the records I’ve kept, I 
know I have a better-than-average chance for success with this crop if I transplant them into my greenhouses 
about the first of May.   
 
I have started and transplanted our tomatoes earlier, and they do survive, but the plants tend to hold, not 
showing even the smallest sign of growth, until the temperatures warm up with nighttime lows around forty 
degrees.  (Sometimes they even seem to stunt a little when I transplant them before the temperatures warm up 
sufficiently.)  My experience tells me that these dates produce the right results on my farm.  The amount of 
available daylight and warmth are the critical factors determining when I can plant.  Following this schedule 
consistently yields my earliest tomatoes, around the fifteenth of July, with the heaviest harvest beginning 
around the first of August and going until the temperatures drop again around the first of October. 
 
Of course, seed starting and transplanting dates are different for other crops.  Greens are much earlier than my 
heat loving crops.  Root crops, alliums, and legumes follow greens.  Other heat-loving plant varieties come at 
the same time or slightly later than tomatoes.  Following are some general planting dates for my farm in Smoot: 
 



•Greens (Lettuces, Spinach, Arugula, Kale, and Chard)—started or planted around the first of April, 
transplanted by the first of May—harvested, from the beginning of May until mid-July for my earliest plantings.  
Succession plantings are started, transplanted, and harvested until the first of November 
•Alliums (I buy plant starts)—transplanted around the first of May and harvested from mid-July through 
October.  Garlic is the only exception, I plant it in early October and harvest in August 
•Root crops (Radishes and Turnips)—sown directly into my greenhouses by April 15th and harvested beginning 
May 15th.  Succession plantings are harvested until the middle of June 
•Root crops (Carrots and Beets)—sown directly into my greenhouses beginning April first and succession 
plantings made each month thereafter through the first of June.  Carrots and beets grown outside are planted at 
the first of May and June. 
•Legumes (peas, both snap and shell)—planted outside beginning the fifteenth of May to the middle of June. 
•Legumes (beans, both bush and pole)—planted in greenhouses from the first of June to the first of July.  If you 
do not have green house space, plant them outside June 15th and then hoop and cover them with row covers. 
•Summer crops (Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Zucchini, Summer Squashes)—started around the first of April, kept 
inside until the middle of the month and then taken out to a greenhouse around the first of May.  Hooped and 
covered at night, transplanted into a greenhouse around the first of May, but hooped and covered too until 
nighttime lows are around forty degrees.  (I have successfully grown these crops outside but have pushed all 
dates back by one month and then hooped and covered the crops with row covers for the entire summer. 
 
 
Crop Protection 
 
A variety of gardening equipment that will extend your growing season is available for today’s growers.  
Greenhouses, high-tunnels, caterpillar-tunnels, low-tunnels, lights (or cold frames), and hoops and covers are 
different season extension devices used on my farm. 
 
•Greenhouses.  Of course, these are the best options for serious growers with a wide range of options available 
from freestanding units with hard, opaque coverings and automated heating systems to moveable, open-ended 
low-tech simple structures with plastic covers and more economical purchase prices.  Personally, I use a variety 
of different systems with varying ventilation systems for different crops.  For example, heat-loving summer 
crops do better in greenhouses that stay warmer in the spring and fall but do require mechanical ventilation 
systems, like fans or roll up sides, in the heat of the summer.  On the other hand, some cool weather crops 
require greenhouse that really open up for maximum ventilation. 
 
•High-tunnels.  These are nothing more than low cost but temporary greenhouses.  The covers must be taken off 
during winter, but the little effort that is required affords a lot of growing space at a much lower price.  Mine are 
154 feet long by 28 feet wide and cost the same as my more permanent 96 x 30 foot greenhouses. 
 
•Caterpillar-tunnels.  Being relatively new in the United States, these homemade 12-foot wide by seven-foot 
high structures are sure to change gardening.  By purchasing a tool and instructions from Johnny’s Select Seeds, 
growers can now build their own greenhouse structures at less than half the price of a standard greenhouse.  
Using chain link fence top rails and posts, do-it-yourself gardeners now have another exciting option.  These 
structures are the future of my farm.  I already have the tool and will start building my first structure this year. 
 
•Low-tunnels.  Also from Johnny’s, these are home made too but much smaller than the caterpillar tunnels 
(about 4 feet wide by three feet high).  These can be used as sturdy framework for both row coverings and 
greenhouse plastic.  If I were a home gardener, I believe I would be using this device a lot.  (I let my father-in-
law use my tool to build these, and he uses them successfully in his small home garden.)  Because they require 
less metal framework and smaller amounts of greenhouse plastic, these are very affordable.  In addition, they 
are also the ideal size for small gardens. 
 



•Hoops and Covers.  Available by many gardening suppliers, this is the most simple and affordable season 
extension system.  They work great except in extreme weather conditions (high winds, heavy and wet snows, 
torrential rains).  I use these inside my greenhouses to maximize the amount of growing/harvesting days 
available to me. 
 
 
Putting it all Together into a Single System of Extension 
 
Ultimately, my gardening strategy combines the principles of seed selection, seed starting/transplanting, and 
crop protection into a single integrated system.  For example, I choose gourmet, short season plant varieties, 
start them indoors up to a month before transplanting them into greenhouses, and then hoop and row cover the 
plants until ideal growing conditions arrive.  Following this system, I am able to add as much as two months of 
growing time at both the beginning and the end of each season.  By researching what other growers have 
learned, applying and adapting their insights, and then recording my observations, I fine-tune my planting and 
harvesting schedule to maximize my results. 
 
Once, a neighbor with a high-tech heated green house lost his tomato and pepper plants in an unseasonable deep 
cold spell at the end of May.  He asked me about my crops expecting to find someone with whom to share his 
misery.  When I replied that my plants were just fine, he was shocked and asked about my heating system.  
After informing him that I did not heat my greenhouses, he was even more bewildered. 
 
The simple explanation is that heat rises.  By covering my plants inside my greenhouses low to the ground (with 
hoops and heavy row covers) I trapped the natural radiant heat absorbed during the day while shielding the 
plants from the cold air above at night.  This system is simple, cost effective, and provides consistent results. 
 
Good Luck and Happy Gardening! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


